Modern instance segmentation approaches mainly adopt a sequential paradigm -"detect then segment", as popularized by Mask R-CNN, which have achieved considerable progress. However, they usually struggle to segment huddled instances, i.e., instances which are crowded together. The essential reason is the detection step is only learned under box-level supervision. Without the guidance from the mask-level supervision, the features extracted from the regions containing huddled instances are noisy and ambiguous, which makes the detection problem ill-posed. To address this issue, we propose a new region-of-interest (RoI) feature extraction strategy, named Shape-aware RoIAlign, which focuses feature extraction within a region aligned well with the shape of the instance-of-interest rather than a rectangular RoI. We instantiate Shape-aware RoIAlign by introducing a novel refining module built upon Mask R-CNN, which takes the mask predicted by Mask R-CNN as the region to guide the computation of Shape-aware RoIAlign. Based on the RoI features re-computed by Shapeaware RoIAlign, the refining module updates the bounding box as well as the mask predicted by Mask R-CNN. Experimental results show that the refining module equipped with Shape-aware RoIAlign achieves consistent and remarkable improvements than Mask R-CNN models with different backbones, respectively, on the challenging COCO dataset. The code will be released.
Introduction
Instance segmentation [1, 32, 33, 16, 10] , an increasingly active research topic in recent years, is a combination of the elements from two classical computer vision tasksobject detection [14, 15, 35, 27, 34, 13, 23] and semantic segmentation [28, 8, 41, 40, 29] . It is challenging since it requires not only classifying and localizing all the object instances correctly in an image, but providing a precise segmentation mask for each instance at the same time.
Modern instance segmentation approaches are dominated by the paradigm -"detect then segment", as popular-ized by Mask R-CNN [18] , which first detects object bounding boxes from rectangular region-of-interests (RoIs) and then segments object masks guided by the bounding boxes. This sequential process implies that mask prediction can be benefited from precise object bounding box detection. This motives us to think about an opposite direction: Can object bounding box detection take advantage of mask prediction?
Theoretically, the answer is positive, since, from the supervised learning perspective, mask-level supervision is more informative than box-level supervision. However, this direction has not been explored for instance segmentation due to the limit of the paradigm. Current methods, e.g., Mask R-CNN [18] and its variants [19, 26] , directly take the off-theshelf object detector, such as Faster R-CNN [35] , trained only by box-level supervision.
The lack of mask-level supervision in object bounding box detection may result in two types of problems, when object instances are very close to each other. The first one is the ill-posed training problem, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The red boxes are the generated RoIs, located in the middle of the two objects, serving as the references to perform object detection. The blue boxes are the ground-truth bounding boxes. As shown In Fig. 1 (a) , a dog and a cat are in close proximity to each other, and the two class labels, "dog" and "cat", are assigned to "RoI 1" and "RoI 2", respectively, according to the commonly used intersectionover-union (IoU) threshold, i.e., 0.5. Despite being labeled differently, these 2 RoIs will have nearly the same features if current RoI feature extraction strategies are used, e.g., RoIPooling [35] and RoIAlign [18] , which aggregate features over all the points within the rectangular RoIs. This leads to an ill-posed classification problem: the same features are mapped to different labels. Fig. 1 (b) depicts a similar case, but for bounding box regression. "RoI 1" and "RoI 2" also have very similar RoI features, but correspond to different regression targets.
The second type is the noisy ROI feature problem. An instance-of-interest can have an arbitrary shape, which may not be covered by a RoI tightly, and thus the feature points within this RoI may correspond to background or other instances. Consequently, the extracted ROI features may be noisy, and sometimes the noise is even stronger than the signal, i.e., the activation values of the feature points corresponding to other instances are larger than those corresponding to the instance-of-interest. In this case, classification results based on the ROI features are prone to be wrong. As shown in Fig. 2 , Mask R-CNN correctly classifies and segments a dog and a cat when they are not close to each other, but misclassifies the dog as a cat when the bounding box of the dog includes a large part of the cat.
To alleviate these two types of problems, we propose a mask guided RoI feature extraction strategy, Shape-aware RoIAlign, which implicitly imposes mask-level supervision to guide RoI feature extraction for bounding box detection. Shape-aware RoIAlign focuses feature extraction within a region aligned well with the shape of the instanceof-interest rather than a rectangular RoI. In this way, the noisy features from other instances and background are suppressed, and the RoI features of "RoI 1" and "RoI 2" in Fig. 1 become different. Ideally, the region should be the segmentation mask of the object, but it is unknown during inference. To realize Shape-aware RoIAlign, we design a novel refining module built upon Mask R-CNN, which takes the mask predicted by Mask R-CNN as the region to guide the computation of Shape-aware RoIAlign. Based on the RoI features re-computed by Shape-aware RoIAlign, the refining module updates the predicted bounding box as well as the predicted mask. We refer to this method as MR R-CNN, for Mask Refining R-CNN.
Mask Refining R-CNN is easy to implement and can be trained end-to end. Without bells and whistles, it consistently outperform the strong Mask R-CNN baseline by 1.5 box AP and 1.1 mask AP on the validation set of COCO 2017, as well as, 1.6 box AP and 1.0 mask AP on the testdev set of COCO 2017.
Our main contributions are two-fold: (1) We propose Shape-aware RoIAlign, a mask guided RoI feature extraction strategy, which explicitly addresses the noisy ROI feature problem and the ill-posed training problem caused by huddled instances. (2) We realize Shape-aware RoIAlign in a new framework, MR R-CNN, which extends Mask R-CNN by adding a refining module for updating predictions based on the RoI features re-computed by Shape-aware RoIAlign. It consistently outperforms Mask R-CNN under different setups, e.g., datasets and networks backbones.
Related Work
Since instance segmentation combines the elements from both object detection and semantic segmentation, existing methods for this task can be roughly categorized into two types: segmentation-based and detection-based.
Segmentation-based Methods
Segmentation-based methods usually adopt a two-step paradigm -"segment then identify", i.e., first perform semantic segmentation to obtain a per-pixel category-level segmentation map for an image, and then identify each object instance therefrom. Liang et al. [22] proposed to identify object instances from the segmentation map by spectral clustering. Kirillov et al. [20] partitioned instances from the segmentation map with the help of a learned instanceware edge map under a MultiCut formulation. Arnab and Torr [2] made use of the cues from the output of an object detector to identify instances from the segmentation map. Zhang et al. [39] predicted instance labels for local patches and merged similar predictions via a Markov Random Field (MRF). They then improved this method by using a densely connected MRF instead, which exploits fast inference [38] . Wu et al. [36] proposed a Hough-like Transform to bridge category-level and instance level segmentation, while Bai and Urtasun [3] achieved this by Watershed Transform. There are also some other methods which form intances from a segmentation map by learning an embedding to group similar pixels [31, 17, 30] . Liu et al. [25] proposed that the grouping problem can be broken into a series of sub-grouping problems and addressed sequentially.
Detection-based Methods
Detection-based methods first generate candidate bounding boxes, then segment the instance mask from each of them. Depending on how to generate the candidate bounding boxes, detection-based methods can be categorized into two classes: anchor-free and anchor-based.
Anchor-free methods. The early work of anchor-free methods directly used dense sliding-windows as the candidate bounding boxes, such as DeepMask [32] , Sharp-Mask [33] and InstanceFCN [11] , which applied convolutional neural networks to predicting object masks in a dense sliding-window manner. Recent anchor-free methods design more sophisticated to generate mask proposals. YOLACT [4] first learned a dictionary of mask prototypes, and then predicted per-instance coefficients to linearly combine prototypes to produce an instance mask. Ex-tremeNet [42] used keypoint detection to predict extreme points, which provide an octagonal approximation for an instance mask. PolarMask [37] built a polar representation for each instance mask and formulated instance segmentation as instance center classification and dense distance regression in a polar coordinate. TensorMask [9] revisited the paradigm of dense sliding window instance segmentation and represented masks by structured 4D tensors over a spatial domain.
Anchor-based methods. Anchor-based methods take anchors as references to predict region proposals as the candidate bounding boxes, and then segment each instance mask using the box as a guide [21, 7] . This paradigm is known as "detect then segment", which is currently the dominant paradigm. Mask-RCNN is a representative instantiation of this paradigm, which extended the well known anchorbased object detector, Faster R-CNN [35] , with a mask segmentation branch. Follow-up works, i.e, the variants of Mask-RCNN, improve it by enhancing feature pyramid with accurate localization signals existing in low-level layers [26] , or re-scoring the confidence of a predicted mask by the Intersection-over-Union (IoU) between the mask and its ground-truth, to calibrates the misalignment between the mask score and its localization accuracy [19] .
Current state-of-the-art instance segmentation method is HTC [6] , which is a multi-stage framework by stacking Mask R-CNN in a cascaded structure [5] . It delivers the message that the mask prediction branch can be benefited from the updated bounding box regression. Our method, MR R-CNN, shows an orthogonal direction to the message given by HTC: the object detection branch, i.e., object classification and bounding box regression, can take advantage of the updated mask predictions.
Methodology
In this section, we first describe our new RoI feature extraction strategy, Shape-aware RoIAlign, then introduce the architecture of MR R-CNN, to show how Shape-aware RoIAlign is applied to re-compute RoI features for updating predictions.
Shape-aware RoIAlign
We start this section by introducing RoIAlign [18] , which is the standard operation used in Mask R-CNN for extracting features from an rectangular RoI. Given a feature map F generated by a backbone network, it extracts a small feature map F R from a RoI R by re-pooling the features in F. The detail of this feature extraction procedure is described as below.
RoIAlign As shown in Fig. 3 , RoIAlign uniformly divides the RoI R into H × W bins. Each bin is denoted by
are the continuous coordinates of the top-left and bottom-right points of the bin at the h th row and w th column, respectively.
It then extracts a feature representation F R (w, h) for each bin B h,w . Towards this end, N sampling points at con-
where ω(a, b, j, k) = max(0, 1 − |a − j|) × max(0, 1 − |b − k|) represents the bi-linear interpolation coefficient and F(j, k) denotes the feature at a discrete location (j, k) on the feature map F. Then the feature representation F R (h, w) for this bin B h,w is obtained by av- eraging the features computed at all the sampling points
Finally, we collect the feature representations of all the bins and rearrange them to be the small feature map F R . We denote this feature extraction procedure by a function F R = RoIAlign(R, F) with the inputs R, F and the output F R .
Shape-aware RoIAlign Shape-aware RoIAlign adds probability guidance to RoIAlign. It computes the feature values under the guidance of the probability of being the instance-of-interest at each locations. Similar to RoIAlign, it first divides a RoI R into H × W bins, where each bin B h,w has N sampling points at continuous location
. Then, given an additional H p × W p probability map P aligned with the RoI R, where each element P(j, k) denotes the probability of being the instance-of-interest at a discrete location (j, k), we can have the probability p(c, d) for any continuous coordinates (c, d) by bi-linear interpolation:
where ω(c, d, j, k) is the bi-linear interpolation coefficient. The feature representation F R,P (h, w) of a bin B h,w is obtained by averaging the multiplications between feature values and probability values at the same sampling points:
where (c i h,w , d i h,w ) is the location at probability map P corresponding to the location (a i h,w , b i h,w ) at feature map F, which is obtained by:
Finally, we obtain the small feature map F R,P by repeating the above computation for each bin. We denote this feature extraction procedure, Shape-aware RoIAlign, by a function F R,P = SaRoIAlign(R, F, P), with the inputs R, F, P and the output F R,P .
Mask Refining R-CNN
Now, only one problem remains: how to obtain the probability map P as the input of the function SaRoIAlign? Intuitively, this probability map P is exactly the output of Mask R-CNN. Thus, we realize Shape-aware RoIAlign by building a refining module upon Mask R-CNN. The overall architecture is shown in Fig. 4 , which is called Mask Refining R-CNN (MR R-CNN). The refining module takes the box prediction and mask prediction outputted by Mask R-CNN as its input, extracts RoI features by Shape-aware RoIAlign and refines box prediction and mask prediction by a refining box head and a refining mask head, respectively. The box head takes each RoI R as the reference, to compute the RoI feature representation by RoIAlign F R = RoIAlign(R, F) and predict a bounding box B of the instance-of-interest based on the RoI feature representation F R . We denote this box prediction procedure by a function: B = BoxHead(F R , R). The bounding box B is also a rectangular region, i.e, a RoI, which is then used for mask prediction. We denote the mask prediction procedure by a similar function: P = MaskHead(F B , B) , where F B = RoIAlign(B, F) . The mask prediction P is a probability map for the instance-of-interest.
Refining module. The refining module consists of a refining box head and a refining mask head.
The refining box head takes the feature map F, the bounding box B and the probability map P for the instance-of-interest obtained by the Vanilla Mask R-CNN as its inputs. It first computes the RoI feature representation for B by Shape-aware RoIAlign: F B,P = SaRoIAlign(B, P, F), with the help of P. Based on F B,P , the refining box head predicts a refined box B r . We denote this bounding box prediction procedure in the refining module by a function: B r = rBoxHead(F B,P , B)
We borrow the mask information flow strategy introduced in [6] to design the refining mask head. The principle of this strategy is the mask features of the refining stage can be enhanced by fusing with the mask features of the preceding stage. To this end, we extract an intermediate feature representation F − from the mask head of the the Vanilla Mask R-CNN. To obtain F − , we first feed F B into the first four consecutive 3 × 3 convolutional layers of the mask head, followed by a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to align the output F − with the same size as F B .
Then the input feature F r B for the refining mask head is obtained by the element-wise sum of the RoI feature repre- 
Note that, we do not use Shape-aware RoIAlign to compute the RoI feature representation for mask segmentation, because 1) mask segmentation is guided by per-pixel labels, then does not suffer from the ill-posed training problem which box detection has, and 2) mask segmentation requires more image context than box detection. Based on F r B , the refining mask head predicts a refined Mask P r . This mask refinement procedure is denoted by a function: P r = rMaskHead(F r B , B r ).
Training. The training strategy for our Mask refining R-CNN is not trivial. The mask head of the vanilla Mask R-CNN is only trained on foreground classes, which means it only generates mask predictions for RoIs with foreground class labels. As result, there will be no mask guidance for RoIs with the background class label, which leads to a bias in training.
To address this issue, we assign pseudo foreground labels to the RoIs with the background class label during training. The pseudo foreground label for a RoI with the background class label is the label of the foreground class with the largest classification score. The mask probability map corresponding to the assigned pseudo foreground label is then used for the mask guidance for the RoI. In this way, RoIs of both background and foreground class labels can be used to train a refining module.
Inference. During inference, we compute the weighted average of the classification score S b , i.e., the activation value before the softmax layer, given by the box head of the vanilla Mask R-CNN and the classification score S r given by the refining box head as the final classification score S outputted by our MR R-CNN. This is formulated by S = S b +α×S r 1+α , where α denotes the relative weight for S r . The final bounding box prediction and mask prediction outputted by our MR R-CNN are B r and P r , respectively.
Experiment Result
All experiments are evaluated on MS-COCO 2017 dataset [24] , which contains about 118k images with corresponding annotations as training set and 5k held-out images with annotations as validation set. The main metric used for evaluation is Average Precision (AP) averaged across IoU thresholds from 0.5 to 0.95 with 0.05 as interval. Our models are trained on 118k training set. Results on the held-out 5k validation set and 20k test-dev set are reported.
Implementation Details
Training: We take a pre-trained vanilla Mask R-CNN, build our refining module upon it, and initialize the refining module with the parameters in the heads of the pre-trained Mask R-CNN.
The model is trained on 4 GPUs with batch size 16 for 9k iterations with a starting learning rate of 0.002, which is multiplied by 0.1 at iteration 6k. The optimizer is SGD with a weight decay of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9.
Inference: At inference time, we use standard nonmaximum suppression algorithm with a threshold of 0.5 for duplicate removal. The weight α for combining the two classification scores is set to 1.0 as default.
Benchmarking Results
We first conduct an experiment on the validation set of COCO 2017 to show the improvement of our MR R-CNN to the strong baseline Mask R-CNN. We use ResNet-50 + FPN, ResNet-101 + FPN, ResNeXt-101-32x8d + FPN as the backbones. The results are shown in Table 1 . AP b denotes the average precision of bounding boxes results. AP m denotes the average precision for segmentation results. The numbers behind AP b and AP m denote the IoU thresholds which the average precision values are computed at. i.e., 1.5 AP on average for bounding box detection and 1.1 AP on average for mask segmentation. We then do comparison with some state-of-the-art instance segmentation methods on the test-dev set of COCO 2017. The results are shown in Table 2 . We observe that MR R-CNN consistently achieves improvements to Mask RCNN, i.e., 1.6 AP on average for bounding box detection and 1.0 AP for mask segmentation, and outperforms other state-of-the-arts.
It is worth mentioning that the our method is complementary to these state-of-the-art methods, since we search an orthogonal direction, i.e., bounding box detection can take advantage of mask prediction. Fig. 5 shows the qualitative comparisons between Mask R-CNN and MR R-CNN. We select the cases where the images contain huddled instances to demonstrate the motivation of Shape-aware RoIAlign and how well our proposed method is able to address the problems that exist for huddled instances as discussed in the introduction. As shown in the examples, the instances in each image are close to each other, and their bounding boxes are overlapped. Without Shape-aware RoIAlign that exploits the mask information for feature extraction, vanilla Mask R-CNN is unable to accurately classify the objects and predict the regressions. By contrast, MR R-CNN successfully separates the features between close objects based on mask inputs, thus is able to produce more accurate outputs.
Ablation Study
We evaluate our method on COCO 2017 validation sets for ablation study. In order to ensure that the results are stable, all the ablation study experiments are conducted on all the three backbone networks.
Refining module without RoIAlign
Since two novel parts are introduced in MR R-CNN, it is necessary to break down their respective contributions. To this end, we replace the Shape-aware RoIAlign with RoIAlign in MR R-CNN and evaluate its performance. As the results shown in Table 3 , without Shape-aware RoIAlign, the refining module can outperform the vanilla Mask R-CNN with 0.6 box AP (averaging on three different backbones) and 0.6 mask AP. This is reasonable, since the box predictions generated by the box head is more precise than the RoIs generated by the RPN. Thus, features extracted from the former are better than those extracted from the latter, which lead to the performance improvement. Then, Shape-aware RoIAlign improves the performance by another 0.9 box AP and another 0.5 mask AP.
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Classification or bounding box Regression?
Our refining module significantly improves the performance of object bounding box detection. But, it is unclear whether this improvement comes from more accurate object classification or more precise bounding box regression. To make it clear, we conduct two ablation experiments by modifying our MR R-CNN: At the refining box head, (1) only classification is performed and the box regression result from the box head is directly used; (2) only box regression is performed and the classification result from the box head is directly used; We compare the performances of these two variants with the performances of Mask R-CNN and MR R-CNN, and the results are shown in Table 4 . The results demonstrate that the improvement caused by refined box regression is larger. This is because the refining box head is guided by mask predictions, which encodes sufficient spatial information for bounding box regression.
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On the weights of refining at inference
At inference, we use α to combine the classification scores in the vanilla Mask R-CNN and our refine module. Here, we conduct ablation study on α, the results of which are shown in Table 5 . The results show that the best performance is achieved when α is within the range from 0.5 to 2.
Conclusion
The dominant paradigm for instance segmentation is "detect then segment", while this sequential paradigm struggles when dealing with huddled instances. We found one reason which is the rectangle-based RoI feature extraction strategies used for the detection step that mix features from huddled instances, which makes the detection problem ill-posed.
To address this issue, we proposed a mask-guided RoI feature extracting strategy, named Shape-aware RoIAlign, which focuses feature extraction within a region aligned well with the shape of the instance-of-interest rather than a rectangular RoI. We realized Shape-aware RoIAlign by introducing a refining module built upon Mask R-CNN, which takes the mask predicted by Mask R-CNN as the region to guide the computation of Shape-aware RoIAlign and then updates the box and mask predicted by Mask R-CNN based on the re-computed RoI features. The experimental results on MS-COCO benchmark showed our method achieved a consistent improvement over Mask R-CNN baseline, thanks to feature re-computation by Shapeaware RoIAlign.
